
Why ‘Just Right’ Books are Key  
to Reading Progress  

 
The amount of reading a child does is important, but 

reading books which are a good fit, ‘Just Right,’ for your child’s reading level is 
a critical key. 

What is a ‘Just Right’ book? 

A book which matches your child’s reading skills and interests. Educators 
often use the standard that if your child can read a book with 97% accuracy 
and comprehend what they are reading, this is a book that they can read on 
their own. A book which falls between 93%-96% accuracy is considered a good 
book for your child to be reading with adult support. Books which they read 
with 92% or less accuracy are considered frustrating and most likely do not 
contribute to your child's reading growth. 
  
Why is it important to find a ‘Just Right’ book? 

The amount your child learns is connected to the difficulty they have when 
reading. High error rates are connected to low academic achievement. When 
children are given books too difficult for their current reading level, they may 
develop and resort to inefficient reading strategies such as skipping words, or 
guessing at words without using all the letters in the word.  A reader struggling 
with books which are too difficult may also become frustrated and discouraged 
with reading. Your child needs to read books which consolidate their 
reading skills and ability to read independently. Selecting books which 
are ‘Just Right’ helps encourage growth in reading.  

If your child will be reading books on their own, a ‘Just Right’ book is one your 
child reads with at least 97% accuracy (1 error in 20 words).  This is 
considered a child’s independent reading level, at which a child can read  
accurately, with understanding and without assistance. 

Give your child the opportunity to practice good reading habits.  

‘Just Right’ books provide support for reading growth at home. When children 
read books which are ’Just Right’ they build good reading habits – reading 
accurately with understanding, at a natural rate, and with natural expression. 

See Helpforreading.com for more on reading strategies for success.  
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